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Abstract
Smart environment is a key challenge for current ICT research: it is one of the solutions that can enhance people’s quality of
life and enable users with impairment to live independently. Over the years, scientific research has proposed several solutions
to help and improve the capabilities of its occupants, but they are often developed for a specific context (e.g. particular disease
or impairment). These systems do not adapt to the real needs of users with different profiles, and neglect that the user’s
requirements may evolve over time. This research work aims to develop a new adaptive smart system able to support users
(with and without disabilities) in performing daily tasks by recognizing their preferences and actions and adapting the system
feedback consequently. With the aim to develop an easy, efficient and usable adaptive smart system, the final users have been
involved in the whole design and development process. The system was validated through a virtual reality system allowing
the user interaction evaluation and helping the usability improvement.
Keywords Smart environment · Adaptive and adaptable user interface · Virtual reality system · Bayesian network · ICT ·
User-centered design

1 Introduction
In recent decades, people’s daily lives have been transformed
by the faster developing of information and communica-
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tion technologies (ICT). In particular, the spreading of smart
products and the possibilities to connect IoT devices together
have changed the living environments. Cook and Das defined
these spaces as Smart Environments: “a small world where
different kinds of smart device are continuously working
to make inhabitants’ lives more comfortable” [1]. Smart
environment is a key challenge for current ICT research:
it is one of the solutions that can improve people’s quality
of life and enable users with impairment to live independently.
The World Health Organization has estimated that around
10% of the world’s population (i.e. 650 million) live with
a disability and the percentage is increasing due to population growth, medical advances and the ageing society [2].
In Asia, North America and Europe, the percentage of people aged 65 or older is projected to grow and it is estimated
that by 2030 it will be between 12 and 24% [3]. In addition, there will be a rapid increase in number of people
with mental and physical impairments as well as various
age-related chronic diseases such as hyperactivity disorder,
autism spectrum disorders, motor handicap and cognitive
decline [4]. They have specific needs and restrictions caused
either directly by ageing or any diseases that change over
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time and affect their daily domestic activities. The main difficulties are turning electrical or gas-driven appliances on
and off, preparing meals, managing household appliances,
etc. Smart environments have the potential to support the
independent lives of people with impairment, since they can
improve comfort and energy efficiency, provide a continuous
monitoring, support them in performing daily life activities,
provide a safe environment and help individual rehabilitation
[5]. They provide additional supportive functions by collecting environmental data and improving the user experience in
that environment.
Over the years, scientific research has proposed several
examples that help and improve the capabilities of its occupants, particularly in performing domestic tasks. However,
most of these case studies focused often only on provided
services and do not take full account of end user preferences
and applications. Experimentations are driven by technology
improvement (technology push) and not from a careful user’s
needs analysis. Several solutions have been proposed (e.g. to
support users in performing daily life activities [6], preparing
meals [7], controlling household appliances [8, 9]), but they
obtained rather low experienced benefits. The main reason
was the lack of adaptation, as the system did not adapt to the
real needs of users with different profiles.
This research work aims to develop a new adaptive smart
system able to support any user in performing cooking activities and to help in carrying out domestic tasks that might
otherwise be difficult or impossible. The system has been
designed for normal people as well as users with several kinds
of impairment (i.e. visual, motor, cognitive) in according
with Design for All approach. It allows managing all devices
and appliances improving the usability for various utilization
profiles/contexts and for different user requirements/skills.
The system supports the user in the daily tasks execution
by recognizing his/her preferences and actions and adapting
the system feedback consequently. It has been designed following an interactive engineering design approach that takes
into account the expectations and constraints of stakeholders (i.e. people with impairments, relatives and caregivers)
and through collaborative and interactive methods. Indeed,
the final users have been involved in the whole design and
development process, according with ISO 9241-210:2010
[10] with the aim to develop an easy (self-explanatory), efficient and pleasant (usable) adaptive smart system. A team of
five experts (i.e. two geriatricians, two psychologists and an
expert in human computer interaction) was also engaged in
the research work in order to enhance the user-centered and
collaborative design process. Finally, the system was validated through a Virtual Reality (VR) system allowing the user
interaction evaluation and helping the usability improvement
[11, 12].
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2 Research background
Adaptive systems are entities that adapt their displays and
available actions to the user’s current goals and abilities,
by monitoring user status, the system state and the current
situation [13]. Benyon and Murray [14] defined Adaptive
Systems as “systems which can automatically alter aspects
of their functionalities and/or interface in order to accommodate the differing needs of individuals or groups of users and
the changing user needs over time”. To achieve this, such
systems have to learn the context in which they evolve and
to adapt their interfaces and interaction modalities to communicate with users.
The research literature describes many approaches that
can be used to design flexible user interfaces, which can be
classified into two broad categories: adaptable and adaptive.
Adaptable User Interfaces (AdUIs) can be defined as systems
in which the activation of user-computer interaction is performed by the final user through the selection of a specific
user profile from a predefined list. In an adaptable interface
the interface features can be modified by the user to fit the
context of use [15]. The Adaptability is based on the users’
known characteristics and preferences; these are defined prior
to their interaction session and, in any case, are assumed to
remain static during the session [16]. Instead, Adaptive user
interfaces (AUIs) are systems that change its structure, contents and elements according to the need and context of the
user [17, 18]. An adaptive interface autonomously adapts
its information processing mechanisms and their actions to
meet current goals and abilities of the user [13]. AUIs are
situated and aim to enable the user to become smarter and
more empowered. Adaptive user interfaces may be considered as a special class of learning systems that are developed
to aid humans, in contrast with traditional ones, which was
introduced with the aims to replace domain experts [19].
The separation between the adaptivity and adaptability is
very thin. Both approaches have their pros and cons. The
most important advantage of adaptable systems is that the
users are in total control of the individual appearance and
interface [20]. Otherwise, the use of adaptive user interface
seems to help to improve user interaction with systems by
facilitating user performance, minimizing the need to request
help, easing system use, helping users deal with complex systems and avoiding cognitive over-load problems. However,
the changes made by the UI can disorient the final user [15,
20]. In spite of AUI research progress, there are many articles
and books that focus on restrict domains since researchers
come from diverse scientific disciplines. Furthermore, no
technique has been shown to be applicable at a general level.
The literature on the adaptive interfaces research context
is very heterogeneous and closely linked with each domain
of application. There are several contexts in which the adaptive systems have been used: health, smart environments,
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air traffic control, web applications, electrical network management and thermal plant supervision, warehouse picking
system, web services, mobile device context etc.
In the health context, for example, the adaptive user interface has been used in a hypermedia data browsing to develop
a clinical workstation prototype for the cardiology domain:
“HEMA”. In detail, it has been designed for the reviewing of patients record [21]. On the basis of the user’s type,
two HEMA prototypes display has been provided: the system automatically displays the interface model associated to
the group’s profile. Moreover, Bental et al. [22] provided a
framework for the provision of computer-based information
for cancer patients through the interactive system developing, which provide at the right time health information to the
patient. Shakshuki et al. [23] provided a multi-agent system
for tracking and monitoring health data for patients through
a system architecture developing. Two scenarios have been
used to test the system: patient and doctor use. Finally, the
adaptive user interfaces have been used to develop a framework for eHealth [24].
In the smart environments context, the adaptive user interface has been used to manage and control various devices
simultaneously in a modern home theater system including
smart TV, DVD etc. For example, Song and Cho [25] modelled the ubiquitous home environment through the use of a
Bayesian network able to predict the custom devices in each
situation. Furthermore, Namgoong et al. [26] proposed an
adaptive interface to enable end user to utilize the devices
easily, through the semantic descriptions and ontology specification.
Yen et al. provided a generalized framework for the UI
adaptation in complex environments. In particular, the framework has been tested in a complex supervisory task: Air
Traffic Control. In order to test the interface a data set (time,
number of mouse clicks etc.) for each interface has been collected [27].
El-Bakry et al. presented a new adaptive interface design
for web application. In particular, they described guidelines,
architecture, languages and framework for the web application interface design [28]. Moreover, Rebai used a Bayesian
Networks to design an adaptive Social Network interface for
web applications. To test the new approach the web interface that allows exchanging documents and courses between
students and teachers has been tested [29].
In the Electrical Network Management field and in
the Thermal Power Plant supervision an innovative autoadaptive multimedia interface (AAMI) architecture has been
developed and implemented. The benefits from the AAMI
approach has been evaluated [30].
In addition, the adaptive user interfaces have been used in
a work smart environments context, for a warehouse picking
system [31]. In particular, they exploited the model-based
approach in supporting adaptation and developed a set of
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rules to provide the adaptation action. In a supermarket chain
the system has been tested, through the GUI Application. A
user study has been conducted to evaluate the rules from the
end user point of view.
In the mobile device context, the adaptive user interface
has been used to adapt a graphical interface to a various type
of user [32–34].
In this context, this paper aims to enrich the state of the
art by proposing a new application of adaptive systems in the
smart home. The main innovative aspects are the following:
(1) the effective combination of adaptive and adaptable elements; (2) the adoption of a Design for All approach, which
allows improving the user experience of people with and
without disabilities and (3) the adoption of an users-centered
approach that means fitting the system to the users needs and
involving them in the design process.
Although there exist today a number of established
approaches and frameworks for the design and implementation of AUIs, their evaluation is yet to be addressed in a
comprehensive way. In fact, there are no unique valuation
methods in this field that provide adequate feedback in the
AUI design process. Once of the most used popular technique is the comparison between adaptive and non-adaptive
system in terms of user satisfaction [35–37]; adaptive support effect [38, 39]; user performances [40], usability [41]
and efficiency [42]. Another approach in the AUI evaluation
has been put forward by Paramythis et al. [43] that provide
a method to separately evaluate each adaptive system constituents through the decomposition of adaptation “from the
perspective of HCI-oriented evaluation”: adaptation is no
longer considered as a singular process. Other approaches
concern the adaptive interface evaluation in terms of cost
and benefit [44] user’s error [45], cognitive workload predictability and accuracy [46], and accessibility [47].
An emerging trend is also the application of self-adaptive
methods within virtual environment (VE). Adaptation is one
of the five core technologies in VR-based training, which are
arranged within a variety of topics: medical, industrial and
commercial, collaborative VR and MOOCs, serious Games
and rehabilitation [48]. The most common is the medical
one. For example, it has recently been widely used in the
field of augmented stroke rehabilitation. Huang et al. [49]
in their study, proposed the combination of force-rendered
AAN adaptive control, VR8-based RGS, and transferring
VE with the aim of optimizing the training effectiveness and
enhancing the rehabilitation efficiency, conducting clinical
trials on achronic stroke patient.
In the industry sector, it has been demonstrated how a
VE can be used for trying out safe human–robot collaboration techniques: proactive and adaptive [50]. In this case, the
VE is used to validate the system before its implementation
in real robotic cells. Furthermore, the VE is used to evaluate the end-user experience and satisfaction while using
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Table 1 System functions related to the oven
User → system

System → user

Household appliance

Function

Oven

On–off

Turn the oven on/off

Feedback on machine status

Cooking program setting

Select the cooking program from
the list

Feedback on selected cooking program

Start/stop
Cooking monitoring

Set the cooking temperature

Feedback on set cooking temperature

Set the cooking time

Feedback on set cooking time

Start/stops the cooking

Feedback on cooking status

Schedule the cooking start time

Feedback on scheduled start time

Monitor the cooking

Feedback on cooking progress
Feedback on set temperature
Feedback on cooking time (if it has been set)

Automatic setting

Select the recipe

Set the cooking program according to the recipe
Feedback on cooking program
Feedback on cooking temperature
Feedback on cooking time

Instructions

Ask for an information

Link to the household appliance manual

Ask for a support

Activate an interactive guide that supports the
user step-by-step

different tool [51]. A similar approach can be exploited to
preliminary test adaptive domestic systems, but no work has
been reported in the literature. Experimenting the proposed
adaptive framework through VR, this paper would be a first
attempt to investigate this issue.

3 The system adaptive framework
The main goal of this research work is the development of
an adaptive system that enriches the user interaction with a
daily life environment, the kitchen. It has to support the user
in the appliances management (i.e. fridge, oven, dishwasher)
and the daily tasks execution (e.g. meal preparation) by recognizing his/her preferences, analyzing his/her actions and
adapting the system feedback consequently. In this section,
the definition of its architecture is described.
In order to support the design phase, a reliable and realistic representation of target user groups for reference has
been created. It is based on ethnographic analysis. It allowed
giving a clear picture of the users in terms of needs and expectations, from their backgrounds, limits, goals, and values to
how they are likely to interact with the system. In particular,
the personas [52, 53] related to the following three clusters of users have been defined: (U1) subjects with cognitive
impairment, (U2) subjects with dexterity problems and (U3)
visually impaired.
Personas helped to uncover universal features and focus
decisions surrounding system components by adding a layer
of real-world consideration. It led the definition of system
functions, of which an extract is given in Table 1. They refer
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to a kitchen environment that implements a home automation
system able to detect and learn the user’s behavior and help
him/her accordingly, through an adaptive user interface.
In order to define the adaptable and adaptive elements of
the system, several use cases have been defined. As example, that concerning the cooking with the oven is shown in
Table 2.
A system architecture able to satisfy the user groups
expectations and implement the desired functions has been
developed (Fig. 1). It consists of three main modules, which
are described in the following sections: Database Management System (DBMS), Core, and Interface. The user-system
interaction, which takes place by a mobile device (e.g. tablet),
is recognized by the system in terms of user profile and action.
It occurs through a constant communication between Core
and DBMS, which also allows increasing the network knowledge and managing the adaptation. As a consequence, the
Interface content and graphics elements are subject to change
[54].

3.1 Database
The DBMS is a software system aimed to store the user and
context information, collect all the data deriving from different system inputs and enable an efficient querying.
In details, data are structured in four semantic areas:
• User Profile, which comprises the user information such
as demographic attributes, attitude, personal skills, healthrelated attributes, etc.;
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Table 2 Oven use case
definition
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Use case: Cooking something with the oven
The user turns on the oven and verifies that it is connected to the network. He/she interacts with the
interface to set the cooking program. He/she starts the cooking and monitors it until completion.
Lastly, he/she turns off the oven
Involved functions
On–off
Cooking program setting
Start/stop
Cooking monitoring
Adaptable elements
On/off command

Depending on the user profile, different types of interaction are
enabled (e.g. tap, swipe, voice recognition)

Cooking program selection

Depending on the user profile, different types of interaction are
enabled (e.g. tap, swipe, voice recognition)

Cooking temperature setting

Depending on the user profile, different types of interaction are
enabled (e.g. tap, swipe, voice recognition)

Cooking time setting

Depending on the user profile, different types of interaction are
enabled (e.g. tap, swipe, voice recognition)

Cooking start time scheduling

Depending on the user profile, different types of interaction are
enabled (e.g. tap, swipe, voice recognition)

Start/stop command

Depending on the user profile, different types of interaction are
enabled (e.g. tap, swipe, voice recognition)

System feedback on machine status
and cooking program setting

Depending on the user profile, the feedback is provided through
different sensory channels (e.g. visual, acoustic)

Adaptive elements
Cooking program selection

According to the user’s profile and his/her previous interactions,
the system suggests the cooking program by highlighting it,
setting it as default, or in any case facilitating its selection

Cooking temperature setting

According to the user’s profile and his/her previous interactions,
the system suggests the cooking temperature by highlighting
it, setting it as default, or in any case facilitating its setting

Cooking time setting

According to the user’s profile and his/her previous interactions,
the system suggests the cooking time by highlighting it,
setting it as default, or in any case facilitating its setting

Cooking start time scheduling

According to the user’s profile and his/her previous interactions,
the system suggests the delay start by highlighting it, setting
it as default, or in any case facilitating its setting

• User-System Interactions, which includes all the data
related to the interaction with the environment and the use
of the household appliances (e.g. selected options, preferences, switch on/off, etc.);
• Adaptation Actions, which contains the log of all the
adaptations carried out by the system (e.g. adaptation of
program default, adaptation of temperature default, etc.).
Whenever the system performs an adaptation, the related
action is stored in the database in order to monitor the system adaptation rate and, consequently, improve the user
experience;
• Context, which refers to all the relevant information for the
context definition. It includes the data related to devices
(e.g. status, set program, etc.) and timing (e.g. day, time,
etc.).

3.2 Core
The brain of the application is represented by the “core”
layer that provides the application logic management. The
Core is composed of two engine mechanisms (Adaptable
and Adaptive) and a monitoring system of changes.
The Adaptable Engine shall make the system more suitable to the user profile. Adaptability is based on features
and preferences that are known at a first interaction, and
they are assumed to remain static during a single session
of interaction. This engine takes as input the collected information in the User Profile to adapt the graphical interface
features, such as layout, font and zoom. The technical accessibility requirements and the corresponding control points
for compliance verification have been defined according to
the standards, guidelines and success criteria contained in
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Fig. 1 The adaptive system architecture
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the recommendation that the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C)—Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) published on 11
December 2008 and which contains the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WCAG 2.0) [55].
The Adaptive Engine represents overall adaptive system pivot: it is composed of an adaptive mechanism and
a decision-making algorithm (DMA). It makes the system
adaptive according to the user profile. In particular, adaptivity consists of change mechanisms, which include all
dynamic features (i.e. preferences, information contents,
graphic elements, etc.), based on user’s interactions history.
The adaptive mechanism is based on the Bayesian Belief
Networks (BBNs) that are one of the most comprehensive
tools and more consistent for the acquisition, representation
and exploitation of knowledge in conditions of uncertainty
[56, 57]. Moreover, a DMA is defined to manage the correct
adaptation behavior according to the user action.
As shown in Fig. 1, the user actions are recognized through
the Action Recognition module, locally stored in the “UserSystem Interactions” database, and sent to the Adaptive
Engine module, which updates the BBNs and provides two
types of outputs:
– Static adaptive behavior This output sets the type of interface and initial home appliance defaults. It takes care of the
initial interface setup configuration and the initial default.
It is handled by calculating the probabilities associated
with finding the User System Interaction, and will set the
defaults as the last adaptation made (the previous state,
ended);
– Dynamic adaptive behavior This output refers to user
actions (which are saved and given to the network at run
time). It also manages household appliance defaults and
updates the interface at run time.
3.2.1 Bayesian network
The Bayesian network has been designed by assuming the
use of the system in a home environment, specifically in
the kitchen environment, featuring mainly three household
appliances: oven, dishwasher and refrigerator. In order to
manage BBNs, the use of the simulation software Netica,
which is produced by Norsys Software Corporation (Netica
Application) is proposed.
The network, consisting of a total of 25 knots (Fig. 2), is
structured as follow:
1. Season Consisting of four periods of the year (Autumn,
Winter, Spring, Summer)
2. Week Consisting of seven days of the week (Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday)
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3. Day_Range Consisting of four time bands of the
day (Range1  06.01–12.00, Range2  12.01–18.00,
Range3  18.01–0.00, Range4  0.01–6.00)
4. Household_Devices Consisting of three appliances
(Oven, Dishwasher, Fridge)
5. O_Information_Modality Consisting of the GUI oven
menu display modes (“Normal” or “Wizard”)
6. O_CycleTarget Consisting of the oven programs list
(defrosting, leavened, food_warmer, static, airy, thermoventilated, grill, cleaning)
7. Help_level_O_cycleTarget Consisting of the program
list instruction manual for the oven (“Basic” or “Advanced”)
8. O_CyclePeriod Consisting of oven cooking times in
minutes (Range0  5–25, Range1  30–60, Range2 
65–120, Range3  125–180, Range4  185–240)
9. Help_level_O_cyclePeriod Consisting of the cycle
period instruction manual for the oven (“Basic” or “Advanced”)
10. O_TemperatureTarget Consisting of the oven temperature list (Range0  20°–35°, Range1  40°–65°,
Range2  70°–120°, Range3  130°–160°, Range4 
170°–220°, Range5  230°–250°)
11. O_StartTime Consisting of the time of the day on which
the delayed start of the oven is set (Range0  0.01–1.00,
Range1  1.01–2.00, Range2  2.01–3.00, Range3 
3.01–4.00,
Range4  4.01–5.00,…,
Range23 
23.01–0.00)
12. Help_level_O_startTime Consisting of the delay start
instruction manual for the oven (“Basic” or “Advanced”)
13. TemperatureFreezer Consisting of the freezer temperature list (− 18/− 10 °C)
14. TemperatureFridge Consisting of the fridge temperature list (0–7 °C)
15. F_Information_Modality Consisting of the GUI fridge
menu display modes (“Normal” or “Wizard”)
16. D_Information_Modality Consisting of the GUI dishwasher menu display modes (“Normal” or “Wizard”)
17. D_CycleTarget Consisting of the dishwasher programs
list (pre_wash, fragile, eco, rapid, daily, intensive)
18. D_CycleSetting Consists of dishwasher wash options
(Top, Bottom, Both)
19. Help_level_D_cycleTarget Consisting of the program
list instruction manual for the dishwasher (“Basic” or
“Advanced”)
20. D_CycleSoap Consisting of washing options related to
the presence/absence of detergent
21. D_StartTime Consisting of the time of the day
on which the delayed start of the dishwasher
is set (Range0  0.01–1.00, Range1  1.01–2.00,
Range2  2.01–3.00, Range3  3.01–4.00, Range4 
4.01–5.00,…, Range23  23.01–0.00)
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Fig. 2 The Bayesian network
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22. Help_level_D_startTime Consisting of the delay start
instruction manual for the dishwasher (“Basic” or “Advanced”)
23. Recipes Consisting of recipes (Appetizier, First_course,
Main_course, Side_dishes, Dessert)
24. R_Information_Modality Consisting of the GUI recipe
menu display modes (“Normal” or “Wizard”)
25. Recipes_Type Consisting of recipes in the database
(Recipe 1–5: Appetizier, Recipe 6–10: FirstCourse,
Recipes 11–15: MainCourse, Recipes 15–17:
SideDishes, Recipes 17–20: Dessert).
3.2.2 Decision making
In order to detect the appropriate system adaptive behavior, a
DMA has been used [58]. In particular, the DMA supports the
identification of proper system adaptation actions, according
to collected user and context data. It is mainly based on two
parameters that verify the existence of a predominant probability for a specific event (e.g. user’s action or goal) and
trigger system adaptive action only in this case.
The first one is α that describes the gap between the probabilities and provides a first level dominance estimation. The
latest is ρ that measures the standard deviation of the residual
probability. In order to define an algorithm able to provide
in output a boolean condition to inform the system about
the right adaptation action two thresholds for α and ρ has
been defined: respectively called αth and ρth. The adaptation
event is triggered, if both the conditions α > αth and ρ > ρth
are verified.
The thresholds change according to the network nodes
number. In this case, to allow the network adaptation and to
avoid gross and ineffective behaviors, the following threshold
values has been defined: αth  0.14 and ρth  0.03. In order
to test the network running and its adaptation, a simulation
tests has been carried out.
3.2.3 Simulation
On the basis of the user profile and its interactions with the
system, a trained network has been associated with each subject (U1, U2, U3). The network learning lasted about 1 month.
As example, the trained network for the U3 profile is shown
in Fig. 3; the user prefers the oven and dishwasher appliances
in the range from 18.00 to 00.00 p.m., in the Normal mode.
In particular, for the oven setting, the user prefers the static
program at a temperature of 230–250 °C, while for the dishwasher setting it prefers the Rapid program and the “Top”
cycle setting.
Once learning the system, the simulation test was performed. In detail, by analyzing the probabilities existing
between the nodes characterizing the BBN, it can be seen
how the αth and ρth set for the DM algorithm manage the
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correct adaptation action. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 4, two
are the simulation output: the “No Filtered” and the “Filtered”
nodes. In particular, the unfiltered knots are represented by
probabilities that do not satisfy the specific condition (α > αth
and ρ > ρth) such as week, recipes, O_start_time, etc., and
do not suggest the adaptation action. Instead, the Filtered
nodes are represented by probabilities that satisfy the specific
conditions and suggest the right adaptation action (household_devices, O_temperature_target, etc.).

3.3 Interface
The user interface is the module between the system and
the end users and it supports them in preparing meals and
controlling smart home devices. It is managed by the Application Core that modifies its features so as to make easier
and more efficient the domestic tasks. The adaptation mechanism is based on recognition of the user’s characteristics and
actions, and it can operate both on the graphic features and
on the contents of the interface. With the aim to support the
greater number of end user, two different UI modalities were
designed (Fig. 5): Normal for users without cognitive dysfunction and characterized by a good technology attitude and
Wizard for users who have not familiarity with technology
and/or have some cognitive dysfunction.
The first one is device-oriented, and it is designed to optimize the user interaction: through the UI, users are able to
configure all device settings in the order he/she prefers (e.g.
program, temperature, duration and time in the oven setting).
The second is task-oriented and it is designed to simplify the
user interaction: tasks were decomposed into more simple
and basic pre-programmed actions according to a specific and
preset order and the system finishes each action after asking
for users’ confirmation. In this modality, the user must not
manage and understand all the information of the appliance
or a recipe’s procedure: the system tries to make up for the
lack of some user ability and it helps him/her to accomplish
the activity of daily living independently.
To improve the usability, three different modes of interaction have been integrated into the interface: tap, swipe
and drag. Based on user preferences acquired by the system in the profile phase acquisition, the system will provide
a specific interaction mode or a combination of these (i.e. tap
and insertion, tap and swipe, tap and drag). In addition, in
the functional model the system adaptation rules have been
inserted. They determine the system response according to
user actions and number of interactions. In accordance with
the standards and the design guidelines [10, 59] the GUI has
been designed for a touch screen application to provide high
accessibility and usability for all kinds of users.
The adaptation mechanism changes both the graphic features and the contents of the interface. The graphic features
have been designed to compensate any possible user’s impair-
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Fig. 3 The trained Bayesian network of the U3 profile
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Fig. 4 The U3 BBN simulation
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program

Fig. 5 Graphic user interface (on the top: normal; below: wizard)

ments such as color blindness, visual disturbances, motor
problem. Using existing guidelines, the graphic features (e.g.
color, text and buttons dimension, image size, etc.) and configurations associated with a specific disability have been
designed.
Similarly, it has been done for the contents of the interface.
The quantity and type of information that the interface gives
to the user are designed on the user’s abilities.

4 Virtual reality environment
In order to evaluate the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and
the above presented system a VR interactive environment has
been designed and developed.

The VR interactive environment has been used as main
tool for the evaluation of the GUI with subjects instead of a
real environment. The reasons are many. Firstly, the VR interactive environment is a flexible tool, which can be modified
in order to reproduce and simulate different environments
and situations. In particular, once created, a VR interactive
environment can be easily edited, shared, visualized with different tools, and can be also enriched with additional items
of information. All these activities have a limited cost if compared with similar ones performed using physical prototypes,
which in this case are made of whole rooms including furniture, appliances, etc. Moreover, this environment and its
components can be managed and controlled both with remote
systems (such us, in this case, the GUI) and by the subjects
during the evaluation sessions. Furthermore, the use of Vir-
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tual Prototypes has proven to be an effective tool to use for
the evaluation of objects in other research areas, such as in
the product development process, where it is used more and
more [60–63].
Consequently, all the components that traditionally constitute an Italian kitchen have been identified, in order to
consider their integration into the VR environment: undercounter furniture, with drawers or doors, and wall units,
with hinged doors; built-in or free-standing home appliances:
refrigerator, freezer, hob, oven, microwave, dishwasher, and
washing machine and worktop.
The VR interactive environment was developed using
the Unity3D software, a software tool largely used for the
development of VR applications and used in the Virtual
Environment laboratories of the University and the Institute
involved. The VR environment supported the validation of
the adaptive GUI with regard to the control of the household
appliances and the control of the environment, both in the
case of users without cognitive dysfunction (normal setup),
and users with some cognitive dysfunction (wizard setup). In
order to test the adaptive interface in the VR system the GUI
and the VR environment are directly connected. In details,
the adaptive GUI makes visible the inputs to the VR environment by using updated values of some control variables
(as a result of events, such as clicking on the “next” button by the user), so that they can be read in a client/server
system. Similarly, the VR environment makes visible the
updated values of the variables (according to the events in
the scene, such as “open the fridge door” or “illuminated
shelves”), so that they can be read in a client/server system
from the adaptive GUI. In this case through the Database the
data about the users’ profile (age, gender, technology attitude, possible cognitive dysfunction etc.) and the real home
environment measured by sensors (brightness, temperature,
etc.) are collected and analyzed in order to adapt the GUI
characteristics. The interaction between the user and the VR
environment only occurred through the GUI, due to the fact
that the use of other devices for interacting with the environment could influence the evaluation of the GUI. In fact, most
of the devices used for interacting with VR environments
involves the use of one or both hands (gloves, remote controls, etc.), and can affect the validation of the touch screen
application.
The virtual prototypes of the kitchen have been firstly
developed by using various 3D modelling software tools (i.e.
3DStudioMax, Rhinoceros, Solidworks), depending on the
characteristics of each following objects: the structural elements of the environment (floor, ceiling, walls, window, door,
lights, etc.); home appliances (fridge, oven, dishwasher, hob
and hood); furniture (under-counter furniture, shelves, table
and chairs); accessories (plates, glasses, bowls, pots, cutlery, etc.); food items (some in the fridge, like eggs, cheese
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and vegetables, and others in the cabinets, like potatoes and
oil).
Then, these have been imported into the Unity3D software using various interchange data formats. Therefore, they
have been assembled in order to create the static VR kitchen
environment. Consequently, materials and textures have been
applied to it, and several lights have been installed into the
kitchen, for simulating artificial lights, and outside it, for
simulating the sun.
Finally, the three home appliances (refrigerator, oven and
dishwasher) have been made dynamic, that is, manageable
by the adaptive GUI (Fig. 6). Specifically, using the “home
appliances” section of the adaptive interface, it is possible
to individually select the refrigerator, the oven and the dishwasher and, for each one it is possible to set the program, the
temperature, the delay start and time (Figs. 7, 8).

5 System usability evaluation
A preliminary usability evaluation test has been carried out
to assess the system in terms of usability for each user target
category (Fig. 9). This evaluation aimed to measure usability
perceived by users during the first use of the smart system.

5.1 Equipment and setting
The adaptive GUI was presented on a Samsung Galaxy Tab
A (10.1 ). The experiment took place in an immersive virtual reality system called CAVE. The CAVE is a projection
room consisting of four screens placed in a mutual position
on which the computer-generated environments are rearprojected and of different position sensors (trackers) applied
for detecting patient’s movements and transmit them to the
computer, so that can modify the three-dimensional image
according to the patient’s point of view.

5.2 Participants
For the purpose of the study, a total of 6 participants were
recruited in this observational study. To be enrolled, the following inclusion criteria were fixed:
• Age 50 and older;
• Previous experience in the use of touch-screen technologies.
• For Cognitive Impairment: Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score between 22 and 28 (early and mild
impaired patients who retained the physical and functional
ability to participate in a cognitive or motor stimulation
program) (U1, U3).
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Fig. 6 Package manger of virtual reality environment and GUI communication

Fig. 7 Virtual prototypes of the
home appliances and adaptive
GUI

• For Dexterity Problem: Functional Dexterity Test score
between 26 and 50 (Moderately and Minimally Functional) (U5, U6).
• For Visual Problem: Ranges of Vision Loss (based on
visual acuity) score between Mild (< 0.8 and > 0.3) and
Moderate (< 0.3 and > 0.125) Vision loss (U2, U4).

The total sample was composed of 3 males and 3 females,
with a mean age of 60.33 years old (SD ± 6.15).

5.3 Procedure
Participants were welcomed in one of the laboratory facilities
and were debriefed regarding the overall activity and goals.
They read and signed the informed consent, the experimenter
explicitly invited them to ask for any doubt at any time during
the activity.
The experimenter then walked patients to the immersive
reality system, CAVE, where she/he was illustrated how the
experiment was set up, then patients received a hands-on
explanation of how the adaptive GUI was structured and how
to operate it.
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Fig. 8 The virtual reality
environment

Fig. 9 System usability evaluation map

The participants in the research were exposed to simulations of everyday living environments (“virtual kitchen environment”), through the aforementioned systems of immersive virtual reality. During the session, the participants could
move within the simulated environment carrying out tasks
indicated by the research operator. Specifically, subjects were
asked to interact with the GUI to control and manage some
components of the kitchen, such as lightings and household
appliances, and perform some activities, such as fill in a list
of food items to be purchased, have suggestions and follow
recipes. By using this approach, the authors kept the focus
of the evaluation of the GUI, and not on the VR interactive
environment, and on the interaction with it.
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In detail, the system was presented to user and based on
their profile and usage will provide the best UI mode (normal
or wizard). At the end of the simulation, the participants filled
out questionnaires that evaluated the user’s experience in the
interaction with the simulated interfaces (e.g. measuring the
ease of use degree, learning difficulties, etc.). In detail the
following surveys were carried out:

1. MARS scale (sections B, C, E);
2. System Usability Scale (SUS) which evaluates the usability of the interfaces;
3. Individual interview aimed at deeply examining in depth
the dimensions of usability considered by the SUS questionnaire.
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The session lasted 45 min.

5.4 Results
By analyzing the results, we can observe that the propose
adaptive system can be considered usable for all considered
user profile. Users performed a usability test of the Think
Aloud Protocol based interface consisting of a sequence of 13
tasks designed in such a way as to test the main functionalities
of the system. In detail, the System Usability Scale (SUS)
questionnaire [64], calculated using the scores of all subjects,
reports an average score of 70.42, which indicates a good
level of usability of the system, as indicated in Fig. 10.
Furthermore, the Mobile Rating Scoring App (MARS)
(sections B, C, E) provides an overall positive evaluation
of the interface. The average score of sample responses to
section B, evaluating the functionality of the application, is
3/5 indicating a sufficient level of functionality. The average
score of the sample’s answers to section C, evaluating the
application’s aesthetics, is 3.23/5 indicating a discrete level
of pleasantness. The average score of the sample responses to
section E, evaluating the subjective quality of the application,
is 2.79/5 indicating a sufficient level. Table 3 shows the score
given by each participant both the SUS and MARS scale.
With respect to the patients with Cognitive Impairments,
the usability test shows that the interface is sufficiently usable
and adaptable, but the most commons problems are: comprehension and interaction with technology (scroll modality).
The most of patients showed great difficulties in using tablet,
in particular they struggle to scroll the pages and to search the
correct program. This problem is transversal to the various
tasks and is present for all the subjects. It can be easily solved
by implementing a complete and interactive tutorial able to
explain both the use of the tablet and the various functionalities of the interface itself. Alternatively, all the information
could be entered on the same page, to the detriment of the
images that for these patients were mainly confusing. Furthermore, the introduction of more visible buttons, and the
insertion of some labels to clarify some commands would
increase usability and error prevention. Table 4 summarizes,
for the oven setting task, the problems that emerged from the
two patients with Cognitive Deficit during the interview, the
impact that these could have on usability, the solutions that
could be put in place to solve these problems and the level
of applicability of the same proposed by the experimenter.
With respect to the patients with Motor Deficit, the usability test shows that the interface is usable, and minor usability
problems have been identified (Table 5). The most common
problems are mainly due to the high proximity between buttons, which did not allow easy interaction with the tablet,
causing errors such as selecting the wrong program or activating the help function. It has already been partially solved with
the insertion of the adaptivity, but it can be further increased
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by the inserting white spaces to avoid the page overloaded. In
addition, the zoom function accessible by double clicking on
the tablet made the interaction with the technology problematic. For users with neuromotor deficit the zoom modality
must be deactivated. Moreover, also in this case the introduction of a complete and interactive tutorial able to explain
both the use of the tablet and the various functionalities of the
interface itself has been requested by the users. Finally, during the interaction, one of the subjects has repeatedly reported
the pleasure of the exercise, describing the tools as usable in
a clear and intuitive way. He also appreciated what the practical aspects could be, highlighting how the application could
be useful “not only for elderly people with difficulty in juggle in the kitchen, but also for young people, very skilled in
technology but often heavily engaged in daily work activities”.
Lastly, the interface has been evaluated with patients with
Visual Impairment and a good system usability has emerged.
Only few minor usability issues have been identified (Table 6)
thanks to the UI adaptation with high contrast text and color
inversion. The most common hurdle is due to the slight difficulty in understanding how to open the household appliances
menu. It has already been solved by leaving the menu bar
fixed and always displaying the household appliances links
(i.e. oven, dishwasher and fridge). Finally, the introduction
of more visible buttons (e.g. more color contrast with the text
background color) and the introduction of a complete tutorial
(to explain both the use of the tablet and the interface) would
increase usability and error prevention.
5.4.1 Heuristic evaluation
A heuristic evaluation is a usability inspection method for
computer software that helps to identify usability problems
in the user interface design (UI) [65]. In particular, this evaluation was conducted using Jakob Nielsen’s heuristics [66]:
visibility of system status, match between system and the real
world, user control and freedom, consistency and standards,
error prevention, recognition rather than recall, flexibility and
efficiency of use, aesthetic and minimalist design, help users
recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors and lastly help
and documentation.
In order to test the usability and the accessibility of the system, a team of five experts with the following profiles, has
been recruited to conduct the evaluation: two geriatricians,
two psychologists and an expert in human computer interaction. Results, which are reported in the Table 7, highlight that
the propose solutions are suitable for all the considered profile (i.e. profile 1, cognitive impairment; profile 2, dexterity
problems; profile 3, visually impaired).
Related to “Recognition rather than recall” heuristic, the
same minor usability issue has been identified for Profile 2
and Profile 3: the knob, used for oven temperature and dura-
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Table 3 SUS and MARS
individual scores

User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

SUS_1

3

3

3

2

4

3

SUS_2

3

2

1

2

1

1

SUS_3

3

4

4

4

4

5

SUS_4

4

3

3

3

1

3

SUS_5

4

5

2

2

4

4

SUS_6

2

1

1

1

1

1

SUS_7

3

5

3

3

3

4

SUS_8

1

1

2

3

1

1

SUS_9

3

4

5

5

4

4

SUS_10

3

4

2

3

2

3

SUS_TOT

57.5

75

70

60

82.5

77.5

MARS_B6

2

4

2

3

4

4

MARS_B7

2

4

1

3

3

4

MARS_B8

2

4

1

3

2

3

MARS_B9

3

4

2

4

4

4

MARS_B_Mean 2.25

4

1.5

3.25

3.25

3.75

MARS_C10

4

4

0

4

4

4

MARS_C11

3

3

0

3

3

3

MARS_C12

3

3

3

3

3

3

MARS_C_Mean 3.3

3.3

3

3.3

3.3

3.3

MARS_E_20

2

5

2

3

4

3

MARS_E_21

3

5

2

2

3

3

MARS_E_22

2

4

1

2

1

2

MARS_E_23

3

5

3

1

3

3

MARS_E_Mean

2.5

4.75

2

2

2.75

2.75

Average
value

70.42

2.75

3.23

2.79

Table 4 Usability evaluation with cognitive impairments patients
Task

Problems

Impact

Suggested solution

Solution feasibility

Oven section

Slight difficulty in understanding
how to select the section

Medium

Insert tutorial

Medium applicable

Set static program

Buttons too close

Medium

Insert the label

Easily applicable

Set 200 °C temperature

–

–

–

–

Set 2:45 duration time

–

–

–

–

Set the delay start

Difficulty in understanding the
delay start setting

Medium

Insert tutorial/help

Easily applicable

Start the cooking

The start cooking button is not
detected immediately

Low

Move to the top most key
and highlight it

Easily applicable

Table 5 Usability evaluation with dexterity problems patients
Task

Problems

Impact

Suggested solution

Solution feasibility

Oven section

–

–

–

–

Set static program

Buttons too close

Medium

Insert the label

Easily applicable

Set 200 °C temperature

Too small icons

–

Resize the icons size

Easily applicable

Set 2:45 duration time

–

–

–

–

Start the cooking

The start cooking button is not
detected immediately

Low

Move to the top most key
and highlight it

Easily applicable
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Fig. 10 The system usability
scale (SUS) score

Table 6 Usability evaluation with visual deficit patients
Task

Problems

Impact

Suggested solution

Solution feasibility

Oven section

Slight difficulty in opening the
appliance menu

Low

Fix the drop-down menu

Medium applicable

Set static program

–

–

–

–

Set 200 °C temperature

–

–

–

–

Set 2:45 duration time

–

–

–

–

Start the cooking

The start cooking button is not
detected immediately

Low

Move to the top most key
and highlight it

Easily applicable

tion changing, may not be intuitive for an inexpert user. Such
problem may be solved by adopting a different interaction
modality. In addition, for Profile 1 a relevant usability issue
has been detected, as the amount of information about each
program are probably too much to be correctly manage: this
can be recover improving the wizard.

6 Discussion and conclusion
Despite the interesting results collected, the sample size of
the study is relatively small, and this does not allow a proper
generalization of the data. For this reason, it is important to
take into account the system usability evaluation as a pilot,
with the aim of involving a higher number of users during
the next research activities. As demonstrated by the SUS and
MARS scores, the interface is generally usable by users with
different impairments, in terms of typology and severity.
Collecting the opinions of the subjects after the experience in the CAVE it emerges that the subjects consider the
task complex, but mainly because they do not think to have
the skills needed to use this technology (tablet). For this
reason, they indicate as main target subjects younger than
themselves, at least from the generation of their children.
The need to provide a user-friendly tutorial, before starting
the use of technology, clearly emerged to prevent patients
from feeling frustrated by the difficulties, which negatively
interfere with the ease to perform tasks.
The execution of several tasks allows obtaining interesting
outcomes from different perspectives: usability and adaptability. From one hand, each task allows observing specific
usability problems; from the other one, the overall test allows

taking into account previous interactions and evaluating the
improvement on usability due to the system adaptation.
During the usability evaluation, some technical problems
hindered the perfect outcome of the task and that could have
diminished the perception of the usability of the application. They mainly refer to minor usability problems such as
make some buttons more visible, insert some labels to clarify some commands, and rewrite some sentences to improve
their understandability.
The major usability problem concerns the error prevention
and the recovery from errors. Several feasible solutions were
hypnotized and will be implemented to solve it. For example,
a user passed several times to the full version of the recipe
accidentally. To remedy this error, the experimenter needed
to prevent the animations from going out of sync.
A couple of tasks were not completed by one of the two
patients with dexterity problems. Some adaptations related
to the pages layout (e.g. buttons closeness) allowed to the
user to complete the following tasks, but some difficulties
remained (e.g. double tap zoom). This suggested to modify
the interaction modalities to simply the navigation anyway.
In case of users with cognitive impairments, the benefits
of system adaptation (i.e. shift to wizard modality) were fully
appreciated and were reflected by users’ performance in following tasks. However, transversal problems such as the use
of the scroll function should be necessarily faced to improve
the user experience of these users.
UI adaptations in terms of high contrast text, color inversion and zoom allows the successfully execution of tasks by
users with visual impairments.
In conclusion, the analysis gave several feedbacks to
improve the static adaptive behavior of the system. On the
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Excellent

The amount of
information about each
program are probably
too much to be
correctly manage

Yes

Functional design

No, there is no way to
check for an error, but
you can cancel any
action

Yes

Error prevention

Recognition rather than
recall

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Aesthetic and minimalist
design

Help users recognize

Help and documentation

To be improve

No, there is no way to
check for an error, but
you can cancel any
action

Functional design

Yes

No, there is no way to
check for an error, but
you can cancel any
action

Functional design

Yes

The knob, used for oven
temperature and
duration changing, may
not be intuitive for a
inexpert user

Yes

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Yes

Yes

Yes

The amount of
information about each
recipe are probably too
much to be correctly
manage

Yes
Excellent

Excellent

Consistency and
standards

Yes

Yes

Match between system
and the real world

User control and freedom Yes

Yes

Visibility of system status Yes

Nielsen’s heuristics

Home appliances

Home appliances

Cookbook

Profile 2

Profile 1

Table 7 Nielsen’s heuristic evaluation

To be improve

No, there is no way to
check for an error, but
you can cancel any
action

Functional design

Yes

Excellent

Excellent

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cookbook

Yes

Yes

Perception problem

Cookbooks

Excellent

No, there is no way to
check for an error, but
you can cancel any
action

Functional design

Absent

No, there is no way to
check for an error, but
you can cancel any
action

Functional design

Yes

The images do not
logically accompany
the steps described in
the preparation of the
recipe. It could cause
confusion
The KNOB, used for
oven temperature and
duration changing, may
not be intuitive for a
inexpert user
Some items may not be
seen by the user
Yes

Excellent

Excellent

The difference in the
Excellent
interaction mode (tap,
swipe and rotate) could
generate user frustration

Yes

Yes

Perception problem

Home appliances

Profile 3
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other hand, a further analysis should be performed to investigate the dynamic adaptive behavior. In the next future,
apposite scenario and test procedure will be defined and
implemented to face this issue. Then, a trial test will be carry
out through a real environment installed at user’s sample
homes.
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